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IHWO Team

Monica Green
Executive Director

monica.green@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IHWO strategy and governance, management 
advice and all things IH

Emma Hoyle
Managing Director

emma.hoyle@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IHWO operations and plans and all things IH

Beccy Wigglesworth
Director Member Services and Client Experience

beccy.wigglesworth@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IH inspections, Customer Experience, 
promoting CELTA on IH Teach English, IHWO’s Environmental 
Sustainability Scheme, info for new Members

REAL
PEOPLE.

REAL
TALK.

REAL
LIFE.

REAL
SOLUTIONS.

There when you 
need us most

Talk with Nicoletta Pinto 
about programs in your area: 

npinto@guardme.eu

Proud Partner of

mailto:monica.green%40ihworld.com?subject=
mailto:emma.hoyle@ihworld.com
mailto:beccy.wigglesworth@ihworld.com
https://guardme.eu/
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IHWO Team

Katja Preston
Assessment & Training Coordinator

katja.preston@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IHWO Assessment Unit, IH OTTI enrolment, 
and running IHWO Teacher Training courses

Marta Robles Villarino
Membership Services and Marketing Executive

marta.roblesvillarino@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Events, recruitment, member services and  
IH Teach English

Shaun Wilden
Academic Head Training & Development

shaun.wilden@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Teacher Training, IH OTTI courses, 
AMT conference

Lucie Cotterill
IH Director of Studies Coordinator

ihwodoscoordinator@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Academic management

Imogen Key
Digital Marketing Executive

imogen.key@ihworld.com

Ask me about… digital content, IH website logins, mailing lists 
and social media

Karolina Meena
Bookkeeper

karolina.meena@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Payments, affiliation fees and 
IHWO accounts

mailto:katja.preston@ihworld.com
mailto:marta.roblesvillarino@ihworld.com
mailto:shaun.wilden@ihworld.com
mailto:ihwodoscoordinator@ihworld.com
mailto:karolina.meena@ihworld.com
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IHWO Team

Estelle Hélouin
IH Languages Coordinator

ihlanguages@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Support for French Teachers and advisors  
for other languages, Google site

Xana de Nagy
YL Coordinator

IHWOYLAdvisor@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Young Learners and teenagers, the new 
IH online course for YL and teens

English Language

Certifications

An assessment for every student

IHWO Language Advisors
Arabic: Wessam Sayed
IHWOArabicAdvisor@ihworld.com

French: Estelle Hélouin 
ihlanguages@ihworld.com

German: Anette Igel
IHWOGermanAdvisor@ihworld.com 

Italian: Chiara Passantino 
IHWOItalianAdvisor@ihworld.com 

Russian: Andriy Ruzhynskiy 
IHWORussianAdvisor@ihworld.com 

Spanish: David Martínez  
Barraza 
IHWOSpanishAdvisor@ihworld.com 

mailto:ihlanguages@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOYLAdvisor@ihworld.com
https://www.trinitycollege.com/qualifications/english-language?utm_source=ihworld&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=conference_rome_2022
mailto:IHWOArabicAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:ihlanguages@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOGermanAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOItalianAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWORussianAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOSpanishAdvisor@ihworld.com
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9.00 - 9.20 Registration 

9.30 - 10.00 If you’re happy and you know it… Monica Green

10.00 - 11.00 Be creative? What, me?! Alan Marsh

11.00 - 11.30 COFFEE BREAK 

11.30 - 11.40 Trinity – A student for every assessment or an assessment for every 
student? Lauren Nankivell

11.40 - 12.40 What teachers learn from learning journals Rachael Harris

12.40 - 13.50 LUNCH

13.50 - 14.00 Macmillan Education: Advancing Learning in the YL classroom 
Romina Pifferi

14.00 - 15.00 Teaching teenagers as people not an age bracket Chris Roland

15.00 - 16.00 Making it memorable! Thoughts and activities to motivate young learners 
and their teachers! Andrea Littlewood

16.00 - 16.30 COFFEE BREAK 

16.30 - 17.30 Imagine a better world: Social and Emotional Learning for Young Learners 
Elly Setterfield  

19.30 DINNER
Dinner at Casa Dante, Piazza Dante, 8, 00185 Roma RM, Italia 
Meet at IH Roma Academia Britannica to walk to the venue at 19:30 

Friday 11th November
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9.30 - 10.00 If you’re happy and you know it…
Monica Green, IHWO

Let’s use this conference to shake off the dust of the last few years and put on 
our smile-inducing, multicoloured garb. Learning and sharing are key parts of 
being part of the IH family and what better place to demonstrate this than at 
the YL Conference? Off we go again…

10.00 - 11.00 Be creative? What, me?!
Alan Marsh, Freelance

How can we be more creative in the classroom, especially when under 
increasing pressure to meet the demands of standardised curricula and 
testing? This interactive talk will first explore what we mean by ‘creativity’ 
and then offer some simple, practical ideas from The Creative Teacher’s 
Compendium. 

Alan has worked for many years in teacher training and development with 
language teachers from all over the world. He is particularly interested in 
fostering creativity in teachers and learners. He is a co-author (with Antonia 
Clare) of The Creative Teacher’s Compendium. 

11.00 - 11.30 COFFEE BREAK 

11.30 - 11.40 A student for every assessment or an assessment for every student?
Lauren Nankivell, Trinity College

A presentation of a range of assessment solutions for your Very Young 
Learners through to your Teenage learners that are inclusive, personal and 
authentic.

Lauren is Head of Business Development English Language for Trinity College 
London, Italy & Switzerland. 

11.40 - 12.40 What teachers learn from learning journals
Rachael Harris, DELTA

We will look at the different ways of putting a learning journal project into place 
and the theory behind it. I will talk about a class project that was implemented 
last school year, what the students learnt – but more importantly what I learnt 
and how it changed the whole dynamics of this challenging class.

Rachael is SENCo and teacher of ELT, and Media studies to teens. She is joint 
coordinator for IATEFL Inclusive Practices & SEN SIG and has published various 
materials in these fields. She is passionate about discovering how all learners 
learn best. 

12.40 - 13.50 LUNCH

Friday 11th November
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13.50 - 14.00 Advancing Learning in the YL classroom
Romina Pifferi, Macmillan Education 

Romina will share a brief overview of Macmillan Education YL portfolio by 
focusing on blended approaches and the related new features the books 
include.

Romina Pifferi has been working for Macmillan Education for three years as 
representative for Italy.

14.00 - 15.00 Teaching teenagers as people not an age bracket
Chris Roland, Macmillan Education

Our teens are much more than an age range. They’re people and people get 
tired. People need breaks. People have off days. People need lots of repetition 
to learn language and people are all different. We shall look at ways to make 
allowances for all of this in the classroom. Suitable for new teachers, seasoned 
veterans, trainers and co-ordinators alike. 

Chris is a teacher, trainer and methodology writer based in Seville. He has taught 
in mainstream Spanish schools, private language academies and for the British 
Council. His books Understanding Teenagers and Structuring Fun for Young 
Learners are available from Pavilion. 

Friday 11th November

Discover our Young Learners English courses!

www.deltapublishing.co.uk/young-learners

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

1
A1  A2

Connecting you to English around the world

DELTA Publishing
1

1
A1  A2

Student’s Book

 is a four-level course for lower secondary students. 
It is truly international! The bloggers are from English-speaking countries 
around the world. SHEENA, JOHN, TARA, KIRSTINE and TOM blog, vlog 
and share aspects of their lives as well as their thoughts on global 
issues – connecting YOU to English around the world. 

What’s different about ? 
BLOGGERS is a project-based course that integrates the 5 C’s of 21st century learning – communication, 
cooperation, creativity, critical thinking, and cultural awareness – to make sure that YOU have fun, learn 
what YOU need, and use English because YOU have something relevant to say.

Why is  right for YOU? 

✓ It’s authentic! 

✓ It’s engaging! 

✓ It’s about showing what you can do! 

✓ It’s about completing challenges! 

✓ It develops the skills you need in real life!

What are the key features in ? 

✓ One unit – one blogger – one project 

✓ Communicate, collaborate and create 

✓ Clearly defined topics and language goals 

✓ Personalized activities for everyone in the class 

✓ Cultural awareness in the “Culture Blog”

The  Pack 
 Student’s Book – print or enhanced PDF 

 Workbook  –  print or as fully interactive pack 

 Teacher’s Book – with online extras 

 Audios  –  for free on the DELTA Augmented app 

 Videos  –  for free on the DELTA Augmented app

Level CEFR Level DELTA Level Age

Bloggers 4 A2 – B1 Flying High 13-16

Bloggers 3 A2 – B1 Moving Up 12-15

Bloggers 2 A1 – A2 Taking Off 11-14

Bloggers 1 A1 – A2 Starting Out 10-13

DELTA Augmented
Scan the first page of each unit and use the free 
DELTA Augmented app to play all audios and videos.
www.deltapublishing.co.uk/augmented

Sheena,
London

Kirstine,
Glasgow

John,
Los Angeles

Tom,
New York City

Tara,
Dublin

Meet the ! Series Editor
Laura Broadbent

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

1
A1  A2

DELTA Publishing

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent 2

A1  A2

DELTA Publishing

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent 4

A2  B1

DELTA Publishing
W

orkbook

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent

Student’s Book

DO01_3-12-501202_DELTA_Bloggers_SB_Vol_1_COVER.indd   Alle SeitenDO01_3-12-501202_DELTA_Bloggers_SB_Vol_1_COVER.indd   Alle Seiten 01.07.2020   13:09:4701.07.2020   13:09:47

Daniel, 
Vancouver

Oliver, 
Cardiff

Nelson, 
Los Angeles

2
A1  A2

DELTA Publishing

 is a four-level course for lower secondary students. 
It is truly international! The bloggers are from English-speaking countries 
around the world. In Bloggers 2 AMELIA, NELSON, DANIEL, ZOE and 
OLIVER blog, vlog and share aspects of their lives as well as their thoughts 
on global issues – connecting YOU to English around the world. 

What’s different about ? 
BLOGGERS is a project-based course that integrates the 5 C’s of 21st century learning – communication, 
cooperation, creativity, critical thinking, and cultural awareness – to make sure that YOU have fun, learn 
what YOU need, and use English because YOU have something relevant to say.

Why is  right for YOU? 

✓ It’s authentic! 

✓ It’s engaging! 

✓ It’s about showing what you can do! 

✓ It’s about completing challenges! 

✓ It develops the skills you need in real life!

What are the key features in ? 

✓ One unit – one blogger – one project 

✓ Communicate, collaborate and create 

✓ Clearly defined topics and language goals 

✓ Personalized activities for everyone in the class 

✓ Cultural awareness in the “Culture Blog”

The  Pack 
 Student’s Book – print or enhanced PDF 

 Workbook  –  print or as fully interactive pack 

 Teacher’s Book – with online extras 

 Audios  –  for free on the DELTA Augmented app 

 Videos  –  for free on the DELTA Augmented app

Level CEFR Level DELTA Level Age

Bloggers 4 A2 – B1 Flying High 13-16

Bloggers 3 A2 – B1 Moving Up 12-15

Bloggers 2 A1 – A2 Taking Off 11-14

Bloggers 1 A1 – A2 Starting Out 10-13

DELTA Augmented
Scan the first page of each unit and use the free 
DELTA Augmented app to play all audios and videos.
www.deltapublishing.co.uk/augmented

Amelia, 
Liverpool

Zoe, 
New Orleans

Meet the !

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

1
A1  A2

DELTA Publishing

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent 2

A1  A2

DELTA Publishing

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent 3

A2  B1

DELTA Publishing

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent 4

A2  B1

DELTA Publishing
W

orkbook

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent

Connecting you to English around the world

2
Student’s Book

2
A1  A2

Connecting you to English around the world

Dyslexia-friendly

Student’s BookSeries Editor
Laura Broadbent

DO01_3-12-501204_DELTA_Bloggers_SB_Vol_2_COVER.indd   Alle SeitenDO01_3-12-501204_DELTA_Bloggers_SB_Vol_2_COVER.indd   Alle Seiten 15.02.2021   14:05:3115.02.2021   14:05:31

D
ELTA

 Pu
blishing

                                   Ch
eryl Pelteret and V

iv Lam
bert                           Practise and Pass  STA

R
TER

S

Preparing you to pass!
A fun step-by-step activity-based book for children aged 7-9 who are 
preparing for the Cambridge Young Learners English Test: Starters

3 steps to success: Prepare, Practise and Pass = Perfect!

DELTA Augmented
Scan the Contents Page and use the free 
DELTA Augmented app to play audios, 
complete the online practice quizzes 
and access the Notes for Teachers and 
Independent Learners which include the 
key and audio scripts.

www.deltapublishing.co.uk/augmented

Based on the Cambridge English Qualifications.

Practise
Passand

STARTERS

Listening Parts 1-4

Learn the language 
you need!

Practise the 
language and task!

Take the test 
and show what 

you can do!

Get the certificate!

Reading & Writing 
Parts 1-5

Speaking Parts 1-4

  What to expect in the test
  Preparation checklist
  Learn your words: Topic-based vocabulary presentation and tasks
  Key phrases for the Speaking test
  Tips for the test
  One complete Practice Test
  Online practice quizzes

PassPractisePrepare

Perfect!

Papers

D Dragons Pre-A1

E Elephants Pre-A1 YLE Starters 

L Lions A1 YLE Movers 1

T Tigers A1+ YLE Movers 2

A Alligators A2 YLE Flyers

DELTA Augmented:
Play all audios for free!

PUPIL’S BOOK 

Cheryl Pelteret 
and Viv LambertPractise

Passand

STARTERS

501770_DELTA_YLE_PaP_Starters_SB_COVER.indd   Alle Seiten501770_DELTA_YLE_PaP_Starters_SB_COVER.indd   Alle Seiten 17.11.2021   15:03:5817.11.2021   15:03:58

D
ELTA

 Pu
blishing

                                   Ch
eryl Pelteret and V

iv Lam
bert                           Practise and Pass M

O
VER

S

Preparing you to pass!
A fun step-by-step activity-based book for children who are 
preparing for the Cambridge Young Learners English Test: Movers

3 steps to success: Prepare, Practise and Pass = Perfect!

DELTA Augmented
Scan the Contents Page and use the free 
DELTA Augmented app to play audios, 
complete the online practice quizzes 
and access the Notes for Teachers and 
Independent Learners which include the 
key and audio scripts.

www.deltapublishing.co.uk/augmented

Based on the Cambridge English Qualifications.

Practise
Passand

MOVERS

Listening Parts 1-5

Learn the language 
you need!

Practise the 
language and task!

Take the test 
and show what 

you can do!

Get the certificate!

Reading & Writing 
Parts 1-6

Speaking Parts 1-4

  What to expect in the test
  Preparation checklist
  Learn your words: Topic-based vocabulary presentation and tasks
  Key phrases for the Speaking test
  Tips for the test
  One complete Practice Test
  Online practice quizzes

PassPractisePrepare

Perfect!

Papers

DELTA Augmented:
Play all audios for free!

PUPIL’S BOOK 

Cheryl Pelteret 
and Viv LambertPractise

Passand

MOVERS

D Dragons Pre-A1

E Elephants Pre-A1 YLE Starters 

L Lions A1 YLE Movers 1

T Tigers A1+ YLE Movers 2

A Alligators A2 YLE Flyers

501771_DELTA_YLE_PaP_Movers_SB_COVER.indd   Alle Seiten501771_DELTA_YLE_PaP_Movers_SB_COVER.indd   Alle Seiten 10.01.2022   08:57:0710.01.2022   08:57:07

Bloggers
Bloggers is a project-based course for lower secondary teens. 
Each unit provides students with a challenge that gives a real 
sense of achievement.

Practise and Pass 
A fun step-by-step activity-based book, preparing for 
the Cambridge Young Learners English Test. 3 steps to 
success: Prepare, Practise and Pass = Perfect!

Z35076

https://www.deltapublishing.co.uk/catalogue/young-learners-and-teens/c-11
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16.30 - 17.30 Imagine a better world: Social and Emotional Learning for Young Learners
Ellen Setterfield, National Geographic

We all want to live in a better world – one where people are self-aware, caring, 
responsible, and engaged, and everyone works together to achieve their goals. 
But how can we achieve this in practice – and as EFL teachers, can we really 
make a difference?
 
In this interactive session we’ll explore what Social and Emotional Learning is, 
and why it’s important for young learners. We’ll share practical ways that we 
can include SEL in our classroom, and activities that will foster these skills in 
our students – and ourselves. 

Elly Setterfield has over 13 years’ experience of working with children and 
teenagers within the ELT industry. She has taught and trained teachers across 
Europe and North Africa and is passionate about helping Young Learners use 
English to understand the world around them.

Elly is Delta trained and holds the NILE Certificate in Teaching English to Very 
Young Learners, the International House Certificate in Teaching English to Young 
Learners and Teenagers (IHCYLT) and the British Council Primary Essentials 
Certificate.

19.30 DINNER

15.00 - 16.00 Making it memorable! Thoughts and activities to motivate young learners 
and their teachers!
Andrea Littlewood, IH Madrid

We want our young learners to make progress and enjoy their learning 
experience. So what can make our lessons memorable and meaningful 
and motivate our children to continue their learning journey with us? We’ll 
be looking at ‘ingredients’ to add to lessons, a few snapshots of classroom 
activities and will focus on whole school projects to get us all involved.

Andrea Littlewood has been teaching since 1985. She is involved in YLs teacher 
training and support at IH Madrid where she works as a school coordinator. 
She has experience as a primary course book writer and enjoys focussing on 
motivation. 

16.00 - 16.30 COFFEE BREAK 

Friday 11th November
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9.00 Registration/welcome 

9.15 - 10.00 Do we need to chill? Thought-
provoking storytelling 
Xana de Nagy

Skilling me softly with English 
Lucie Cotterill 

10.05 - 10.50 Why I’m not an English teacher
Chiara Passantino

Study Smarter: Skills for Teens 
James Egerton

10.50 - 11.15 COFFEE BREAK 

11.15 - 12.00 Lend me your ears…
Chloé Pakeman-Schiavone

Marketing for Fun  
Diana England

12.05 - 12.50 Story! Story! Twists and Tweaks
Alan Marsh

Bringing the world to the 
classroom: a case about our take 
on Ted Talks and Show and Tell  
Milena Montalbano & Arianna Losa

12.50 - 14.00 LUNCH

14.00 - 14.45 Sip and Share  
Chloe Lofas, Chris Norris and Titha 
Calvani 
IH Rome teachers 

Making things really happen in 
the YL classroom
Chris Roland

14.50 - 15.35 Are we teaching or are we testing? 
Caroline Chapman

Get your students moving!
Kate Sycheva

15. 35 - 16.00 COFFEE BREAK 

16.05 - 16.50 Insider knowledge of running a YL 
Summer Programme 
Ray Spiteri                     

A practical application of the 
Cognitive Load Theory in ELT
Diana Bauducco
 

16.55 - 17.40 VYL Pairwork in the Classroom
Natalie Adele Sabourin 

Motto it up 3.0
Giovanni Licata

19.30 

Saturday 12th November

DINNER 
Dinner at Stella Filante, Via San Francesco di Sales, 1/A, 00165, Roma
Drinks will start at 8pm
Buses will be leaving at 19:30 from IH Roma Academia Britannica
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9.15 - 10.00 Do we need to chill? Thought-provoking storytelling 
Xana de Nagy, IHWO

In this session we will look at four different story books that could be used in 
the YL classroom to promote inclusivity and considerate attitudes in young 
learners from an early age. We will also explore teachers’ and trainers’ roles in 
dealing with these issues as well as a range of practical ideas that could be used 
when storytelling.  

Xana is YL Advisor for IHWO and has been a teacher and teacher trainer for many 
years. She has always had a keen interest in teaching YLs and training on YL 
courses.

9.15 - 10.00 Skilling me softly with English 
Lucie Cotterill, IHWO 

In this workshop, I will share my experience of working on courses which teach 
secondary students life and work skills through, and in addition to, English. 
Participants will explore ideas for lessons and activities focussing on themes 
which are of increasing importance and interest to our students, and perhaps 
also to teachers and managers too.  

Lucie is Director of Innovation at IH Reggio Calabria, the DOS Coordinator for IH 
World, and a tutor on IH OTTI courses. She has written materials for primary and 
secondary courses, and is the IATEFL IP&SEN SIG Social Media Coordinator.

Saturday 12th November

We are looking forward to seeing you at:

International House Young Learners Conference 2022
11th and 12th November 2022, Rome

Discover our Young Learner titles
ELTNGL.COM

NEW!

We all want to live in a better world – one where people are self-aware, car-
ing, responsible, and engaged, and everyone works together to achieve their 
goals. But how can we achieve this in practice – and as EFL teachers, can we re-
ally make a difference? In this interactive session we’ll explore what Social and 
Emotional Learning is, and why it’s important for young learners. We’ll share 
practical ways that we can include SEL in our classroom, and activities that will 
foster these  skills in our students – and ourselves.

Don’t miss our presentation at 
the conference with NGL’s own 
Ellen Setterfield:
“Imagine a better world: Social and 

Emotional Learning for Young Learners”

http://National Geographic Learning - NGL ELT Catalog - Young Learners - International (eltngl.com)
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11.15 - 12.00 Lend me your ears…
Chloé Pakeman-Schiavone, IH Pescara

As teachers of language, we are often in the enviable position to be able to offer 
the ‘ears’ in our classroom a window to the outside, but, with great power comes 
great responsibility. We must be aware about what we are pouring into those 
ears.

We will explore BLP, thinking hats, current materials, and your experiences for 
guiding young lives.

Chloé did her CELTA in 2006 and has never looked back. Following her DELTA she 
worked in a UK state school before becoming DoS at IH Pescara. She is also a tutor 
on the IHWO OTTI Director of Studies course. 

11.15 - 12.00 Marketing for Fun  
Diana England, IH Torres Vedras and Lisbon

This session will showcase one way we involve our teachers in promoting our 
Young Learners classes by giving ‘Fun in English’ activity sessions to groups of 
primary and middle school classes at different points of the school year. You’ll 
leave with four packs of materials which you can use or adapt to fit your local 
community.

Diana remains an enthusiastic YL teacher and YL teacher trainer. She has been 
involved in the writing of various IH World YL courses. She is also co-owner of IH 
Torres Vedras, so has a vested interest in promoting it.

10.05 - 10.50 Why I’m not an English teacher
Chiara Passantino, IH Palermo 

In this interactive session we are going to explore the idea that there is not such 
a thing as teaching English or even learning English but how engaging our 
learners in meaningful experiences in English allows them to become effective 
communicators and global citizens. 

Chiara started at International House Palermo at the tender age of eight; first as 
student, she has risen to become YL DoS and Teacher Trainer. Chiara is also the 
IHWO Italian Advisor. She is a geek about all things teaching.

10.05 - 10.50 Study Smarter: Skills for Teens  
James Egerton, IH Rome Accademia Britannica 

Most teens I’ve worked with know what to study, some know why, but very few 
know how. In this session, expect to learn science-based practical tips for before 
and after a study session. We’ll also learn how to optimise the study session 
itself to maximise learning progress. Let’s help our teen learners to study 
smarter and get more out of every minute. 

James is a teacher and teacher trainer at IH Rome Accademia Britannica and 
he holds a Delta and an MA in Applied Linguistics and ELT. He specialises in 
teaching teenagers, with a particular interest in motivation, psychology and self-
directed learning. 

10.50 - 11.15    COFFEE BREAK 

  

Saturday 12th November
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12.05 - 12.50 Story! Story! Twists and Tweaks
Alan Marsh 

This hands-on workshop will look at storytelling and offer some ‘twists and 
tweaks’ to familiar storytelling and other narrative techniques to bring the 
stories to life and to engage our learners, sometimes in surprising ways. 

Alan has worked for many years in teacher training and development with 
language teachers from all over the world. He is particularly interested in 
fostering creativity in teachers and learners. He is a co-author (with Antonia 
Clare) of The Creative Teacher’s Compendium. 

12.05 - 12.50 Bringing the world to the classroom: a case about our take on Ted Talks 
and Show and Tell  
Milena Montalbano & Arianna Losa, IH Merate | Como | Lecco | Sondrio

This session will present a project that all the students at our schools worked on 
during the academic year of 2021-2022, ‘Show and Tell’ and ‘Ted Talks’.
The project brought together students from 6 years of age to 17 in an engaging 
and motivating project where everyone got to share their talents and skills. 

Arianna and Milena have worked together at IH Merate for the last three years. 
Arianna is an English teacher with a passion for Harry Potter. Milena has been 
DoS for five years, and still growing!
 

12.50 - 14.00    LUNCH

Saturday 12th November

 With Macmillan, you know your teens are in 
safe hands...  

 

… and developing their Super Skills to equip 
them for their future success, giving them 
confidence to take on the world! 

… focusing on their 
Social and Emotional 
Learning… 

https://www.macmillanenglish.com/catalogue
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14.00 - 14.45 Sip and Share  
Chloe Lofas, Chris Norris and Titha Calvani , IH Rome teachers 

One of the best ways to enhance your teaching is through learning what others 
do. Grab a coffee and an idea and come sip and share with Chloe, Chris and 
Titha, three of IH Rome’s teachers. They’ll get the ball rolling with their ideas 
and then open up the session to you. Share your five-minute gem and leave 
with many more.  

Chloe Lofas, Chris Norris and Titha Calvani are permanent members of the staff 
at IH Rome. They have been active members of our Lunch & Learn meetings which 
started before Covid and continued, online, during lockdown.

14.00 - 14.45 Making things really happen in the YL classroom
Chris Roland, Sponsored by Macmillan

In this colourful and fast-moving session I would like to look at the idea of a 
primary level English lesson as a series of mini-events onto which we attach 
language. We think about how to increase YL’s freedom and voice and how 
support coursebook material. There will be images and anecdotes from my own 
classroom.  

Chris is a teacher, trainer and methodology writer based in Seville. He has taught 
in mainstream Spanish schools, private language academies and for the British 
Council. His books Understanding Teenagers and Structuring Fun for Young 
Learners are available from Pavilion.

14.50 - 15.35 Are we teaching or are we testing?  
Caroline Chapman, Lacunza-IH San Sebastian

In this session we explore how we can gather information about our students 
progress while maximising opportunities for learning We will also discuss at 
how IH San Sebastian is in the process of changing the way gather information 
about our students progress and discuss and share ideas about how we assess 
YLs progress in our own schools.

I am a teacher, trainer and DOS with over 20 years classroom experience who is 
passionate about helping my students to develop a growth mindset. In my free 
time I enjoy doing jigsaws and ‘forest bathing’!

14.50 - 15.35 Get your students moving!
Kate Sycheva, IH Accademia Britannica Rome

This session is going to talk about the importance of movement in our brain-
centric culture and how it can improve students’ memory and information 
retention. There will also be given some practical ideas to help teachers to 
incorporate movement in their lessons.

Kate Sycheva is a teacher and examiner at IH Rome, where she has been 
teaching young learners, teens and adults since 2014. Kate is passionate about  
both learning and teaching foreign languages and is particularly interested in 
neurolinguistics.
 

15. 35 - 16.00    COFFEE BREAK 

Saturday 12th November
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16.05 - 16.50 Insider knowledge of running a YL Summer Programme  
Ray Spiteri, IH Malta

Setting up and running a YL Summer Programme post Covid presented a 
number of challenges. Finding enough academically qualified staff to meet 
the sudden influx was one thing but being able to control older teens – who had 
missed two years of travelling – mixed with the younger ones was a headache. 
How does one ensure that we are ready to take on a similar situation.  

I have a banking and business background and found myself as a EFL teacher 
quite by accident some twelve years ago. I’ve been running IH Malta for the past 
eight years now taking the time to teach as well as to manage the school.

16.05 - 16.50 A practical application of the Cognitive Load Theory in ELT
Diana Bauducco, IH London 

The Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) explains that as flexible and resilient as it, 
the human brain can only cope with so much newness. Too much would result 
in learners being unable to process new information. For teachers, CLT is an 
essential tool to understand the architecture of students’ cognitive systems. 
Wise decisions on the ‘what’, ‘how’, ‘how much’ and ‘for how long’ can make 
learning more effective by increasing and improving long term retention of 
information.

Diana has been working in ELT for over 13 years now. She is Academic manager 
for the Young Learners division in IH London. She is interested in trends and tools 
that help transform the language classroom into a place where learners can 
discover the world through English.

16.55 - 17.40 VYL Pairwork in the Classroom
Natalie Adele Sabourin, IH British School Reggio Calabria

Providing students with the opportunity to interact with each other is an 
important part of any English language classroom. Many teachers utilize 
this with their YL, Teen and Adult classes, but might find it a challenge to 
implement it in the VYL classroom. I aim to provide a framework teachers and 
trainers can use to start using pairwork with VYLs. 

I’ve been teaching VYLs off and on for the last 14 years, in numerous countries.  
I’ve found my interests lie primarily with VYLs, and really enjoy finding ways to 
implement skills and activities usually aimed at older learners. 

Saturday 12th November
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19.30    DINNER  
 

16.55 - 17.40 Motto it up 3.0
Giovanni Licata, IH Rome

That mantra you use when you start your weekend, when you make the same 
mistake once again or when you decide to dust yourself off and try again might 
be more than just a well-rehearsed line. It might be the key to one of your true 
selves! Come to the session and motto your mantra up with us. 

Giovanni is Head of teacher-training at IH Rome and joint coordinator of the IATEFL 
IPSEN group. Having worked in schools across Europe, Asia and the US, he has 
developed an interest in sociolinguistics as well as learner and teacher identity.

Saturday 12th November

PRIMARY SCHOOL

It’s back to
school time

Returning to the classroom in 
September brings excitement, 
determination, and challenges for 
teachers and learners. We remain as 
committed as ever to supporting 
you and your students with back to 
school materials ready for the first 
day of class.

 ● TIPS Primary
 ● All About Me Primary
 ● Great School Year
 ● Gratitude Worksheet
 ● Resources for the Teachers

Click there    to find a wide range of free 
Pearson English resources to develop your 
teaching and know more about our Pearson 
Connected English Learning Programs

Click there

https://www.trinitycollege.com/about-us/work-with-trinity/registered-exam-centre
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Upcoming IH Events

IH AMT Conference 
January 12-14 2023

The annual IHWO Academic Management & Trainers (AMT) Conference 2023 will be held 
London in January 2023. This is a conference for both experienced Academic Managers and 
Trainers as well as those new to the IH AMT team.

Our resource of recordings

In the IHWO website Members’ Area, we have built up a bank of interesting resources from 
our range of online events and conferences. This includes:

•  IH Young Learner Assessment – Online Seminars – 2018 and 2019

•  IH Teachers Online Conference

•  IH Online Modern Language Conference

•  IH Wellbeing Season 

•  IH Innovation Conference

We also have a range of presentations to view from our events:

•  IH AMT Conference 2018-2022

•  IH Young Learner Conference 2018-2022

•  IH Directors’ Conference 2018-2022

Log into our Members’ Area and go to ‘Events and Conferences’ to view this collection of 
recordings and presentations. Alternatively, visit the link below:

ihworld.com/member-dashboard/events-and-conferences

https://ihworld.com/member-dashboard/events-and-conferences
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Upcoming OTTI course dates

The IH Online Teacher Training Institute (OTTI) is the teacher training wing of International 
House World Organisation. We provide online professional development courses for language 
teachers around the world. 

There are courses for every stage of a teacher’s career, from soon after your initial pre-service 
qualification, to Delta level and management courses.

Find all course details, dates and application forms on ihworld.info/OTTI

Course Dates

How to Teach IELTS
Listening: 14 Jan – 11 Feb 2023
Speaking: 14 Jan – 11 Feb 2023 
Writing: 18 Feb – 18 Mar 2023
Reading: 18 Feb – 18 Mar 2023

IH Certificate in Online Tutoring 14 Jan – 18 Feb 2023   

IH Online Course in Teaching Young Learners and 
Teenagers 

14 Jan – 04 Mar 2023* 

IH DipAM Young Learner Centre Management 14 Jan – 25 Feb 2023*    

IH Certificate in Teaching Very Young Learners 04 Feb – 15 Apr 2023*    

IH Certificate in Advanced Methodology 04 Feb – 20 May 2023*

IH Introduction to Teaching CLIL 04 Feb – 04 Mar 2023*

IH Teaching One-to-One 18 Feb – 18 Mar 2023* 

IH Certificate in Teaching Business English 11 Feb – 28 May 2023*  

IH Director of Studies Course 11 Feb – 15 Apr 2023*  

*plus two weeks for the assessment portfolio

https://ihworld.com/teach/ih-online-teacher-training/
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Connect with International House

ihworld.com

Thank you to our Partner:

Thank you to our Gold Sponsors:

Thank you to our Silver Sponsors:

@IHWorld

/internationalhouselanguages

@ihworld

company/international-house-world-organisation

/ihlanguages

http://ihworld.com
https://twitter.com/IHWorld
https://www.facebook.com/internationalhouselanguages
https://www.youtube.com/user/ihlanguages
https://instagram.com/ihworld
https://www.youtube.com/user/ihlanguages
https://www.facebook.com/internationalhouselanguages/

